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Dai-ichi Life becomes a cornerstone shareholder in TOWER Australia 

Joint announcement with Dai-ichi Life 

8 August 2008 

 

The Dai-ichi Mutual Life Insurance Company (“Dai-ichi Life”) announced today that it has 
agreed with UK investment company Guinness Peat Group plc (“GPG”) to acquire their entire 
29.7% shareholding in TOWER Australia Group Limited (“TOWER Australia”).  Of this total, 
14.9% has been acquired unconditionally at a price of A$3.75 per share, 5.0% will be 
acquired subject to approval by FIRB and APRA, and the acquisition of the remaining 9.8% is 
subject to both regulatory approvals and approval of TOWER Australia shareholders.   

The Board of TOWER Australia is pleased to welcome Dai-ichi Life as a major strategic 
shareholder. The two companies have entered into a Business Co-operation Agreement 
covering a range of strategic and operational matters that will become effective if TOWER 
Australia shareholders approve the purchase of the final 9.8%.   

Dai-ichi Life was established in 1902 and is Japan’s oldest mutual life insurance company and 
one of the world’s top ten life insurers based on premium income. Dai-ichi Life provides 
individual and group life insurance and annuity products and is one of the largest private life 
insurers in Japan with over eight million policy holders, A$33.9 billion1 premium income, 
A$2,580 billion1 policies in-force and A$349 billion1 of total assets. Dai-ichi Life has a 
Standard & Poor’s financial strength rating of A and a Fitch financial strength rating of A+. 

“We are delighted to welcome Dai-ichi Life as a cornerstone shareholder in TOWER Australia. 
Dai-ichi Life will bring significant additional expertise from their existing life insurance 
operations in Japan and Asia,” TOWER Australia Chairman Mr Rob Thomas said. 

Subject to TOWER Australia shareholder approval of the purchase of the final 9.8% tranche, 
Dai-ichi Life has agreed to support the development of TOWER Australia’s Australian 
business. This support is contained in a Business Co-operation Agreement. As a result, Dai-
ichi Life will at TOWER Australia’s reasonable request: 

(a) facilitate knowledge sharing, develop TOWER Australia’s expertise and explore 
opportunities to enable exchange or transfer of appropriately skilled employees of Dai-
ichi Life to TOWER Australia; 

(b) explore opportunities to assist TOWER Australia in the development of relevant 
technology; 

(c) actively consider supporting TOWER Australia to facilitate and fund expansion 
initiatives and strategic investments that are approved by the TOWER Australia Board; 

(d) over the next three years, participate in TOWER Australia's dividend reinvestment plan 
in respect of all of the TOWER Australia shares Dai-ichi Life holds if TOWER Australia 
offers a dividend reinvestment plan; 

(e) actively support TOWER Australia's provision of group insurance within Australia to 
Australian affiliates of leading Japanese companies with which Dai-ichi Life has strong 
relationships; and 

                                                 
1 As at 31 March 2008. Australian dollar figure based on ¥91.19 = A$1.00, being the exchange rate at 31 March 
2008. 
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(f) reasonably endeavour to assist TOWER Australia by enhancing and developing its risk 
management, bancassurance, funds management expertise and experience and 
reinsurance arrangements. 

TOWER Australia Managing Director Mr Jim Minto said: “We believe that the strong position 
of TOWER Australia will be further strengthened through the Business Co-operation 
Agreement by the addition of Dai-ichi Life’s expertise in, product development, 
bancassurance, marketing, underwriting, agency training, information technology and 
investment management. 

“We will both enhance our core capabilities and deliver incremental shareholder value.” 

Dai-ichi Life is affiliated with one of Japan’s leading asset management companies which has 
A$107 billion in assets under management and is the third largest pension fund and sixth 
largest investment trust in Japan.  

Dai-ichi Life’s investment in TOWER Australia represents the company’s entry into Australia’s 
strong growth life insurance market. This follows Dai-ichi Life’s continuing expansion into the 
Asia Pacific life insurance market. Over recent years, Dai-ichi Life has undertaken 
investments in Taiwan, Vietnam, India and Thailand. 

Dai-ichi Life believes the investment in TOWER Australia represents a unique opportunity to 
gain exposure to and participate in a fast growing life insurance market underpinned by solid 
industry fundamentals and a stable political and regulatory environment.   

TOWER Australia has strong growth prospects and is well positioned to take advantage of the 
continued growth expected in Australia’s life insurance market. Dai-ichi Life will fully support 
existing management’s strategy and is excited about the investment in TOWER Australia, 
viewing this as a long-term portfolio investment. Dai-ichi Life anticipates a mutually beneficial 
relationship and looks forward to working with the board and management of TOWER 
Australia. 

TOWER Australia’s Independent Directors will convene a General Meeting (expected to be in 
October 2008) to consider the acquisition by Dai-ichi Life of the final tranche of 9.8% and 
unanimously recommend TOWER Australia shareholders vote in favour of the resolution to 
approve the acquisition by Dai-ichi Life of the final tranche of 9.8% (subject to the 
endorsement of an Independent Expert).   

If TOWER Australia shareholders approve the transaction the Business Cooperation 
Agreement will become effective and Dai-ichi Life will then be invited to nominate two 
directors to join the Board of TOWER Australia. They will replace the GPG nominees who 
have resigned today. 

GPG has been an active shareholder in TOWER Australia for over five years and has played 
a significant role in the Group’s strategic direction.  

“We have enjoyed working with GPG and thank them for their significant support and 
assistance as an investor and on the Board over the past five years,” Mr Rob Thomas said.  

“In their place, we are excited to welcome Dai-ichi Life as a major shareholder and look 
forward to working with them as a strategic investor to help drive the further growth of our 
company.” F
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Shareholder approval process 

Dai-ichi Life currently has a 14.9% interest in TOWER Australia with an agreement to acquire 
GPG’s remaining 14.8% interest in TOWER Australia, subject to regulatory and shareholder 
approval. Dai-ichi Life will acquire the remaining 14.8% in two tranches: 

 Tranche A  - a further 5.0% interest bringing Dai-ichi Life’s interest in TOWER Australia 
to 19.9% subject to regulatory approval; and 

 Tranche B  - a further 9.8% interest bringing Dai-ichi Life’s interest in TOWER Australia 
to 29.7% subject to shareholder and regulatory approval. 

TOWER Australia will not be responsible for the costs to the company associated with this 
transaction.  

Dai-ichi Life is being advised by ABN AMRO Australia as financial adviser and Freehills as 
legal adviser. TOWER Australia is being advised by Caliburn Partnership as financial adviser 
and Minter Ellison as legal adviser. 

 

 Further enquiries: 

Mr Jim Minto 

Managing Director 

TOWER Australia Group Limited 

Telephone: 02 9448 9217 

E-mail:  jim.minto@toweraustralia.com.au
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TOWER Australia Group Ltd TOWER Australia Group Ltd 
Strategic Relationship with DaiStrategic Relationship with Dai--ichi Lifeichi Life

Shareholder and Market Analyst BriefingShareholder and Market Analyst Briefing

Rob Thomas Chairman
Jim Minto Managing Director
88thth August 2008August 2008F
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TOWER Australia Group Limited Shareholder Briefing -
8th August 2008

Page 2

GPG sells its investment to Dai-ichi Life 

TOWER enters into Business Cooperation Agreement with Dai-ichi 
Life 

Dai-ichi Life brings wealth of experience

This investment is a vote of confidence in TOWER, its 
management and its strategy

““TOWER has used the opportunity that has arisen from the TOWER has used the opportunity that has arisen from the 
transaction to position the company for further growthtransaction to position the company for further growth””

A Compelling Proposition
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TOWER Australia Group Limited Shareholder Briefing -
8th August 2008

Page 3

Dai-ichi Life – a partner in life  

Established in 1902, Dai-ichi Life is Japan’s oldest mutual life insurance 
company and among the world’s top 10 largest life insurers
One of Japan’s largest private life insurers with 8.24 million customers 
Dai-ichi Life proposes to demutualise in 2010 and has acquired business 
interests in Taiwan, Vietnam, India and Thailand
Dai-ichi Life provides individual and group life insurance and annuity 
products
A$33.9b premium income, A$2,580b policies in-force and A$349b of total 
assets. [1]

Dai-ichi Life has an S&P rating of A and a Fitch financial strength rating of 
A+
Dai-ichi Life has skills, capability, business contacts and expertise that 
will benefit TOWER considerably 

““DaiDai--ichi Life wants to be part of TOWERichi Life wants to be part of TOWER’’s futures future””
[1] As at 31 March 2008. Australian dollar figure based on ¥91.19 = A$1.00, being the exchange rate at 31 March 2008. 

See more details on Dai-ichi Life at back
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TOWER Australia Group Limited Shareholder Briefing -
8th August 2008

Page 4

The Story So Far

Dai-ichi Life will acquire GPG’s entire 29.73% shareholding in TOWER; 
subject to TOWER shareholder and regulatory approval:

Dai-ichi Life became a cornerstone shareholder in TOWER, effective 8th August 
2008.

14.9% has been acquired unconditionally.

A further 5.0% has been acquired subject to approval by FIRB and APRA.

The acquisition of the remaining 9.83% is subject to both TOWER Australia Group 
Ltd shareholders and regulatory approvals.

The purchase price is $3.75 per share for all shares
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TOWER Australia Group Limited Shareholder Briefing -
8th August 2008

Page 5

Caliburn and Minters appointed by Independent Directors of 
TOWER as financial and legal advisers

Business Cooperation Agreement executed

Independent Expert, Lonergan Edwards, appointed 

TOWER will be reimbursed for its costs and expenses 
associated with the transaction, irrespective of the outcome of 
the shareholder approval process

GPG Board nominees have resigned today and will be replaced 
by two Dai-ichi Life nominees if shareholder approval obtained

Subject to favourable Independent Expert opinion the 
Independent Directors recommend that shareholders approve 
the transaction

The Story So Far
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TOWER Australia Group Limited Shareholder Briefing -
8th August 2008

Page 6

What’s to come…

Shareholders to receive notice of meeting and Independent Expert report 
seeking approval for the remaining 9.83% share purchase by Dai-ichi Life 

Shareholder inquiry facilities to be provided with meeting notices

Shareholder meeting in Sydney in October

If the purchase of the remaining 9.83% shareholding is approved, the Business 
Cooperation Agreement will become effective

Dai-ichi Life will be invited to nominate two directors to join the Board if 
shareholders approve Dai-ichi Life purchasing the remaining 9.83%

““Shareholder interests have been at the forefront of Shareholder interests have been at the forefront of 

TOWERTOWER’’s decisionss decisions””
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TOWER Australia Group Limited Shareholder Briefing -
8th August 2008

Page 7

An Agreement for growth

Business Cooperation Agreement defines how Dai-ichi Life will 
support TOWER’s growth in Australia’s life insurance market

Dai-ichi Life views the investment in TOWER as a long-term strategic 
investment 

Dai-ichi Life expects this to be a mutually beneficial relationship and 
looks forward to working with the board and management of TOWER

To facilitate knowledge sharing, further develop TOWER’s expertise 
and, at TOWER's request, explore opportunities to enable exchange or 
transfer of appropriately skilled employees of Dai-ichi Life to TOWER

Dai-ichi Life will explore opportunities to assist TOWER in the 
development of relevant technology

TOWER will be granted access to Dai-ichi Life’s training, knowledge, 
experience and expertise and information technology systemsF
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TOWER Australia Group Limited Shareholder Briefing -
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Page 8

Dai-ichi Life will actively consider supporting TOWER in the event it 
wishes to raise additional capital in the future to facilitate and fund 
expansion initiatives and strategic investments that are approved by 
the TOWER Board

If TOWER elects to offer a dividend reinvestment plan for future
dividends, Dai-ichi Life will participate over the next three years in 
respect of all the TOWER shares it holds

Dai-ichi Life will actively support TOWER's provision of group 
insurance within Australia to Australian affiliates of leading Japanese 
companies with which Dai-ichi Life has strong relationships

Dai-ichi Life will assist TOWER by enhancing and developing its risk
management, bancassurance, funds management expertise and 
experience and reinsurance arrangements

An Agreement for growth
F
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TOWER Australia Group Limited Shareholder Briefing -
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Page 9

Dai-ichi Life is a major global life insurer that can help take TOWER to 
the next phase

The addition of Dai-ichi Life’s expertise in product development, 
bancassurance, marketing, underwriting, agency training, information 
technology and investment management is of considerable value to
TOWER 

Dai-ichi Life will both help enhance TOWER core capabilities and 
deliver incremental shareholder value

TOWER has enjoyed working with GPG and thank them for their 
significant support and assistance as an investor over the past five 
years

The TOWER Board particularly thanks Gary Weiss and Mike Jefferies 
for their valuable contribution

An Agreement for growth
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TOWER Australia Group Limited Shareholder Briefing -
8th August 2008

Page 10

Business as Usual

Dai-ichi Life wants to preserve the value of what has already been 
created

No change in management or strategy of TOWER

““We see exciting growth prospects and are keen to see all our We see exciting growth prospects and are keen to see all our 
stakeholders benefit with increased prospects and opportunities stakeholders benefit with increased prospects and opportunities 

in futurein future””
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TOWER Australia Group Limited Shareholder Briefing -
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Page 11

In Conclusion…

Dai-ichi Life approached GPG to buy its stake

The TOWER Board (Independent Directors) moved quickly, but 
appropriately to ensure shareholders’ interests were enhanced

TOWER has agreed positive outcomes that enhance the long-term 
strategy

Business Cooperation Agreement is a wonderful template for a 
constructive and value-enhancing relationship

Dai-ichi Life has expressed full support in management and strategy

““This is a deal with serious longThis is a deal with serious long--term potential for TOWERterm potential for TOWER””
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TOWER Australia Group Limited Shareholder Briefing -
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Dai-ichi Mutual Life Insurance Company

• First mutual insurance company in Japan, with 105 years of history
• 2nd largest private life insurance company* in the world’s 2nd largest life insurance market
• A leading life insurance franchise with around 10% market share in Japan
• Established wholly-owned bancassurance life company (Dai-ichi Frontier Life Insurance) in 2007
• Affiliated with one of Japan’s leading asset management companies which has AUM of USD97bn and is 

the 3rd largest pension fund and 6th largest investment trust in Japan.
*Excluding Japan Post Insurance Co. Ltd.

Dai-ichi Life is:
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Dai-ichi Mutual Life Insurance Company
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